Abstract. QCD sum rules are evaluated at finite nucleon densities and temperatures to determine the change of mass parameters for the lightest vector mesons ρ, ω and φ in a strongly interacting medium. For conditions relevant for the starting experiments at HADES we find that the in-medium mass shifts of the ρ-and ω-mesons are governed, within the Borel QCD sum rule approach, by the density and temperature dependence of the four-quark condensate. In particular, the variation of the strength of the density dependence of the four-quark condensate reflects directly the decreasing mass of the ρ-meson and can lead to a change of the sign of the ω-meson mass shift as a function of the density. In contrast, the in-medium mass of the φ-meson is directly related to the chiral strange quark condensate which seems correspondingly accessible.
Introduction
The in-medium modifications of the light vector mesons (ρ, ω, φ) receive growing attention both from theoretical and experimental sides. On the theoretical side there are various indications concerning an important sensitivity of vector mesons to partial restoration of chiral symmetry in a hot and dense nuclear medium. In particular, at finite temperature the vector and axial-vector correlation functions, which are related to the meson spectral densities, become mixed in accordance with in-medium Weinberg sum rules [1] . At low temperature this mixing can be expressed directly via vacuum correlators in a modelindependent way [2] . Additionally, as shown within lattice QCD [3] and various effective model calculations [4] , the chiral quark condensate as order parameter decreases with increasing temperature and baryon density. Within the QCD sum rule approach, considerable in-medium modifications of vector meson masses even at normal nuclearmatter density have been predicted [5, 6] .
On the experimental side there is the idea to probe the in-medium modifications of vector mesons, in particular mass shifts, by measuring dileptons (e + e − ) from meson decays. This is the primary motivation of the presently starting experiments with the HADES detector [7] at the a e-mail: Kaempfer@fz.rossendorf.de heavy-ion synchrotron SIS at GSI Darmstadt. At higher beam energies the heavy-ion experiments of the CERES collaboration [8] evidenced already hints to a noticeable modification of the dilepton spectrum which can be reproduced under the assumption of a strong melting of the ρ-meson in a dense, strongly interacting medium at temperatures close to the chiral transition [9, 10] .
While numerous evaluations of QCD sum rules have been performed during the last decade, the majority of them deal either with cold nucleon matter or a hot pion medium. At the same time, to extract the wanted information on the behavior of in-medium mesons via measurements in heavy-ion collisions at SIS energies one has to study the case of finite baryon density and temperature. In this paper we present evaluations of the QCD sum rules for the light in-medium vector mesons in a densitytemperature region which is relevant for experiments like the ones at HADES. We study systematically here the relative numerical contributions of the four-quark condensate to the QCD Borel sum rule to find out the general trends of the vector meson mass dependence on density and temperature with respect to variations of the poorly known four-quark condensate.
Our paper is organized as follows. In sect. 2 we recapitulate the general structure of the QCD Borel sum rule. The operator product expansion and evaluation of the 530 The European Physical Journal A needed condensates are summarized in sect. 3. In sect. 4 we discuss the form of the hadronic spectral density. The numerical evaluation of the sum rule is presented in sect. 5. The summary can be found in sect. 6.
QCD sum rules at finite density and temperature
Following the approach developed in [11, 12] , we employ for the QCD sum rules (QSR) at finite nucleon chemical potential µ N and temperature T the retarded currentcurrent correlation function in a medium
where
with the conserved vector current J µ ; · · · µN ,T denotes the grand canonical ensemble average.
We consider vector currents of QCD with isospin quantum numbers of the respective vector mesons specified as
, where the negative (positive) sign is for the ρ-(ω-) meson and J µ =sγ µ s is for the φ-meson current. Since we focus on the limit q → 0 in the rest frame of the medium, only the longitudinal invariant
2 )| q→0 of the correlator (1) is needed in our analysis.
Due to the analyticity in the upper half of the complex q 0 -plane the retarded correlation function Π R L satisfies the standard dispersion relation in a medium
where a subtraction has been omitted. For large Q 2 ≡ −q 2 0 > 0 one can evaluate the correlator Π R L by expanding the product of currents in (1) by means of the operator product expansion (OPE). The result can be written as
where the quantities C n include the usual Wilson coefficients and the condensates as well. It is remarkable that in the considered region (q 0 = real) the OPE for Π R L is the same as the OPE for the causal (Feynman) correlator. This can be used to get an explicit expression of (3) in a simple manner.
As usual within the QSR the spectral density
is modeled by several phenomenological parameters related in particular to the forward-scattering amplitudes of the external current J µ and the constituents of the medium.
Performing the Borel transformation with appropriate mass parameter M 2 [13] of the dispersion relation eq. (2) and taking into account the OPE (3) one gets the basic equation for the QSR evaluation in a medium as
which formally looks similar to the corresponding equation derived in [12] for the Borel sum rules at finite temperature.
3 OPE and evaluation of the condensates at finite µ N and T The coefficients C n , which define the r.h.s. of the basic equation (4), include the Wilson coefficients and the grand canonical ensemble average of the corresponding products of quark and gluon field operators. General structures up to n = 3 are given, for instance, in [6, 12, 14] . For ρ-and ω-mesons one has the relevant contributions from scalar operators with mass dimension ≤ 6 and from operators with twist 2
where again the minus (plus) sign corresponds to ρ-(ω-) meson; α s (µ 2 ) is the strong-coupling constant which is taken at the renormalization point µ 2 = 1 GeV 2 according to common practice; m q = To get the µ N -and T -dependence of the condensates, entering the coefficients C 2,3 , we assume that the system, at small density and temperature, can be described by non-interacting nucleons and pions. For small enough µ N and T the particle gas is dilute and the grand canonical ensemble average of an operatorÔ can be approximated by
where Ô 0 is the vacuum expectation value, and n B = [e Ep/T − 1] −1 and n F = [e (E k −µN )/T + 1] −1 are ther-
